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The valence-to-core (V2C) portion of X-ray Emission Spectroscopy (XES) measures the electron14

states close to the Fermi level. These states are involved in bonding, thus provide a measure of the15

chemistry of the material. In this manuscript, we show the V2C XES spectra for several niobium16

compounds. The Kβ′′ peak in the V2C XES results from the transition of a ligand 2s electron into17

the 1s core-hole of the niobium, a transition allowed by hybridization with the niobium 4p. This18

location in energy of this weak peak shows a strong ligand dependence, thus providing a sensitive19

probe of the ligand environment about the niobium.20

I. THE ROLE OF NON-RESONANT EMISSION21

SPECTROSCOPY IN STRUCTURE22

DETERMINATION23

Synchrotron X-rays enable powerful structure determi-24

nation tools, including extended X-ray-absorption fine-25

structure (EXAFS) analysis and scattering techniques26

such as Rietveld and pair distribution function analy-27

sis. While these tools contribute greatly to understand-28

ing material structures, each has its limitations. One29

common limitation is an insensitivity to atoms of simi-30

lar atomic mass. In XAFS, the photoelectron scattering31

function is weakly dependent upon Z number, making it32

difficult to distinguish atoms with Z numbers that differ33

by only a few electrons. In X-ray scattering, elements34

of similar Z number have scattering lengths only slightly35

different. Even neutron diffraction is not a sure resolu-36

tion to that problem. Oxygen and fluorine, for example,37

have very similar neutron cross sections1. As a result,38

it can be challenging to distinguish first row ligands –39

carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, and fluorine – in materials for40

which prior knowledge of the structure or composition is41

unavailable.42

The valence-to-core (V2C) X-ray Emission Spec-43

troscopy (XES) is a powerful complement to other struc-44

tural characterization techniques. The Kβ′′ XES peak45

arises from the transition of the ligand 2s electron to46

the 1s core-hole, which is made possible by hybridiza-47

tion, giving the ligand electron some the p character.48

For 3d metals, it is well-known2 that this peak shows49

a clear dependence on ligand species. In manganese,50

for instance, the Kβ′′ peak position changes2 by ∼10 eV51

between Mn-N and Mn-F ligands, with the peak corre-52

sponding to the more electronegative fluorine appearing53

at lower energy. This same ligand dependence is observed54

in the Kβ′′ peak in other third row metals, for example55

titanium3, chromium4, iron5, and cobalt6.56

A clear illustration of how VTC XES can resolve an57

otherwise ambiguous problem of structural analysis is58

given by the iron-molybdenum cofactor discussed in ref-59

erence 5. In that work, the Fe Kβ V2C XES signal posi-60

tively identifies carbon – and rules out oxygen or nitrogen61

– as the ligand bound to the iron atom. In that case, the62

identity of that ligand was unclear from XAS, vibrational63

spectroscopy, or other means.764

The 4d metals are found in systems of substantial sci-65

entific, technological, and economic importance. Ru, Rh,66

Pd, and Ag are essential to many catalytic processes. Sr,67

Y, Tc, and Cd are common in geochemical and environ-68

mental systems. Mo is a biologically relevant element.69

Ru is a component of promising light harvesting dies for70

artificial photosynthesis. Y, Zr, and Nb are present in71

certain correlated electron systems. This manuscript de-72

scribes our effort to extend the use of VTC XES to the73

4d metals.74

II. XES OF 3D AND 4D METALS75

Non-resonant (XES) can be a complementary measure-76

ment to X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) in certain77

situations. Where XAS is a measure of the probabil-78

ity of the creation of a core-hole by an incident X-ray79

photon, XES measures2 the distribution in energy of the80
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FIG. 1. Non-resonant Kβ X-ray emission spectrum for NbN.
These data have been scaled such that the Kβ1 peak is of unit
height.

secondary photon that is emitted when the core-hole is81

refilled. The non-resonant measurement is made with an82

incident photon energy well above the absorption edge83

energy of the target element. The valence-to-core (V2C)84

portion of the XES measures the transition of high-lying85

electrons with energies very close to the Fermi energy.86

The states probed by the V2C XES are states involved87

with bonding, therefore are sensitive to the chemistry88

of the absorbing atom. The non-resonant XES mea-89

surement certainly contains less information2 about the90

chemical state of the material than measurements made91

in the resonant regime, with the incident photon energy92

close to the core-hole excitation energy. It is, however,93

a relatively simple and quick measurement that can be94

added to an XAFS or diffraction measure campaign at a95

synchrotron.96

Unlike the 3d transition metals, the V2C Kβ emission97

spectroscopy of the 4d metals has not been extensively98

investigated. In a brief study8 to assess the application99

of XES to the investigation of molybdenum-complex bio-100

chemistry, V2C XES for metallic Mo is compared to the101

oxide K2MoO4. The Kβ2 and Kβ4 lines are observed,102

with a small chemical shift in the Kβ4 peak position.103

Additionally, the oxide displays a Kβ′′ peak midway be-104

tween the Kβ2 and Kβ4 that is absent from the metallic105

Mo spectrum. The authors attribute this to a transition106

from the ligand 2s level, the same transition as the Kβ′′
107

in the 3d metals.108

In this manuscript, we explore the ligand dependence109

of the V2C XES in a series of standard Nb compounds110

to show that the Kβ′′ of 4d metals displays a simi-111

lar ligand dependence as seen in the 3d metals. The112

full Nb Kβ spectrum measured from NbN is shown in113

Fig. 1. The energies of the various Kβ emission lines9114

for Nb are given in Table I along with their Siegbahn115

and IUPAC notations and electronic transitions. The116

data in this manuscript were measured using a recently117

developed, high-resolution spectrometer based on a bent118

Laue analyzer. All data were measured at MRCAT,10119

beamline 10ID at the Advanced Photon Source (APS),120

an undulator11 beamline with a double crystal Si(111)121

monochromator.122

TABLE I. The Kβ emission lines for 4d transition metals,
including the tabulated9 line energies for Nb.

Line Transition Nb line energy

Kβ1 / K-M3 3p 3

2

→ 1s 18625.4 eV

Kβ2 / K-N2,3 4p → 1s 18953.4 eV

Kβ3 / K-M2 3p 1

2

→ 1s 18609.9 eV

Kβ4 / K-N4,5 4d → 1s ≈18982 eV

Kβ5 / K-M4,5 3d → 1s 18781 eV

Kβ′′ ligand 2s → 1s 18960 eV to 18978 eV

III. THE BENT LAUE SPECTROMETER123

Our wavelength-dispersive spectrometer uses a bent124

Laue analyzer12–14 to spatially disperse photons onto125

an area detector, much like the instrument described126

in reference 15. The incident beam is focused in the127

Kirkpatrick-Baez geometry16 to a spot of less than 20µm128

on the sample with flux of about 1012 photons/second.129

The analyzer is a 150µm thick Si(400) crystal miscut130

3◦ from the surface normal. The crystal is mounted by131

bending over a cylindrical aluminum frame with a bend132

radius of 0.5m. We scatter from a Si(066) reflection. The133

analyzer is mounted on a rotation stage at a distance of134

about 43 cm from the sample and declined about 20◦ be-135

low the plane of the incident beam. The face of the an-136

alyzer is rotated to the angle determined by Bragg scat-137

tering from the Si(066) plane and at the energy of the138

emission line being measured. A Dectris Pilatus 100K139

area detector17 is mounted on a rotation arm with its140

detecting surface facing the analyzer crystal. The area141

detector is rotated to twice the angle of the analyzer crys-142

tal to capture the light diffracted from the analyzer.143

The band pass of the analyzer is such that, in the en-144

ergy regime shown in Fig. 1, photons in a range of about145

60 eV disperse onto the face of the detector. While mea-146

suring within that energy range, no part of the spectrom-147

eter is in motion. The emission lines shown in Fig. 1 were148

measured with the Si(066) analyzer and the detector in149

three distinct orientations determined by Bragg’s law18
150

from the energies of the Kβ1,3, Kβ5, and Kβ2,4 lines. Be-151

cause the analyzer crystal is a thin wafer bent over the152

surface of a frame machined to the approximate shape of153

a cylinder and because the frame has a large rectangular154

hole beneath the middle of the crystal to allow passage155

of the Laue diffracted photons, the crystal is significantly156

distorted. As a result, the shape made by the photons157

dispersed onto the detector is irregular and highly de-158

pendent on subtle details of the experimental setup. An159

example of this peculiar shape is seen in Fig. 2A.160

To interpret images like the one in Fig. 2A, we have de-161

veloped an algorithm for mapping pixel to energy. Our162

algorithm is similar to that described in reference 20,163

but adapted for the peculiar shapes of these images. It164

requires a sequence of calibration images measured by165
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FIG. 2. Non-resonant XES data for Nb2O5 measured with an
incident beam of 19100 eV. Part A shows the measured image
for this sample. Using a sequence of calibration masks (see
Fig. 3), the image is converted into the plot of XES intensity
in part B. The bright portion of the image is the signal from
the Kβ2 emission line and the stripe below and to the right
of the bright part is from the Kβ4 emission line. The weak
Kβ′′ is the diffuse signal between the two lines. The vertical
gaps in the XES image are the shadows of a set of tantalum
Soller slits19 used to reduce the impact of air scattering on
the image. The vertical line in part B marks the absorption
edge energy for zero-valent Nb, 18986 eV.

scanning the energy of the incident beam through the166

energy range of the emission line. To calibrate the Kβ2,4167

line shown in Fig. 2, the monochromator is scanned from168

18928 eV to 18989.5 eV. Because the analyzer crystal is169

declined about 20◦ below the plane of the incident beam,170

the elastic scatter from the sample21 can be resolved with171

adequate intensity when dispersed through the analyzer172

onto the face of the detector. In this case, the incident173

beam is elastically scattered from the sample itself. This174

assures that the geometry of the sample relative to the175

rest of the spectrometer is constant throughout the cali-176

bration and measurement steps.177

The monochromator is moved in 0.5 eV steps through178

the range of the emission line. At each step an image is179

measured. Five such steps are shown along the left side180

of Fig. 3 for the energies indicated. The signal elastically181

scattered from the sample is the S-shaped stripe dispers-182

ing down the face of the detector as the energy increases.183

This sequence of images is used to associate groups of184

pixels with specific energies by identifying where pho-185

tons of those wavelengths strike the detector after being186

dispersed through the analyzer. The instrumental reso-187

lution of this arrangement is about 1.2 eV in the energy188

range of this measurement.189

Along with the elastic scatter of interest, other, un-190

wanted photons enter the detector. Air scatter con-191

tributes at a low level throughout the image. Occasion-192

FIG. 3. Elastic peak images (left) are converted to masks
(right) using the algorithm described in the text. At each
energy, the mask is multiplied by an XES image (like the one
in Fig. 2A) to produce the XES intensity at that energy. The
vertical gaps in these images are the shadows of a set of tan-
talum Soller slits19 used to reduce the effect of air scattering
on the image.

ally, a diffraction peak from the sample passes though193

the analyzer, as seen by the bright spot near the top of194

the 18950 eV image (Fig. 3C). As the absorption edge is195

approached, the low energy tail of the Kβ2 line begins196

to appear, as seen at the far left starting at 18960 eV197

(Fig. 3E) and entering the image from the top at 18980 eV198

(Fig. 3I). While the human eye can readily distinguish the199

stripe due to the elastic scattering, some image analysis200

is required to automate the image processing.201

To remove the background due to air scatter, we re-202

move all pixels with a value below some low threshold,203

typically a few counts. Next, a 5 × 5 Gaussian convolu-204

tion filter is passed over the entire image and pixels with a205

value below a second cutoff threshold are removed. This206

distinguishes the stripe corresponding to the elastic scat-207

ter from other stray regions with counts above the back-208

ground while also filling in gaps within the stripe. These209

two steps alone are adequate up through about 18950 eV210

to produce masks like Fig. 3B and 3D. The white pixels in211

these mask images are set to a value of 1, the remaining212

pixels are set to 0.213

At each energy step a mask is generated, like those214
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shown on the right side of Fig. 3. At each energy step,215

the mask is multiplied by the measured XES image, like216

the example in Fig. 2A. The mask, then, selects the pixels217

from the XES image corresponding to each energy step.218

All data points in Fig. 2B and Fig. 4 were generated in219

this way.220

As the absorption edge is approached, the Kβ2 fluores-221

cence signal begins to enter the image. This is seen as222

a diffuse stripe on the left of the elastic peak image, as223

seen beginning in Fig. 2E. Near the edge, as in Fig. 2I,224

additional intensity enters the image from the top. This225

portion of the signal appears in regions which contained226

the elastic signal at lower energies. As the sequence of227

images is processes, the pixels corresponding to the lower-228

energy elastic signal are remembered and set to zero in229

the mask. In this way, the masks reject pixels illumi-230

nated by the Kβ2 fluorescence signal and include pixels231

corresponding to the elastic signal. The processing of the232

non-elastic signal is clear by examining Fig. 3J, which233

lacks the bright regions near the left and top of Fig. 3J.234

In a typical image, the peak height of the Kβ2 line235

is about 300 counts, with an integrated area of about236

35,000 counts under the Kβ2 peak. For that count rate,237

the integrated area of the Kβ4 peak is about 400 counts238

and the integrated area of the Kβ′′ peak is about 250239

counts.240

A software package for managing and reducing data241

from the bent Laue spectrometer is implemented using242

the Perl Data Language22 and is freely available and243

redistributable.23244

IV. XES OF NB COMPOUNDS245

The non-resonant Kβ2,4 X-ray emission spectra for246

Nb4+C and the Nb5+ compounds Nb2O5 and NbF5 were247

measured with an incident energy of 19100 eV (114 eV248

above the tabulated Nb K edge energy of 18986 eV) and249

are shown in Fig. 4. Samples were prepared from com-250

mercially sourced powders, dispersed in polyethylene gly-251

col, and pressed into pellets. In the case of NbF5, which is252

aggressively hygroscopic and oxidizes upon contact with253

water, the sample was prepared in dry atmosphere, sealed254

inside several nested thermoplastic bags, and measured255

through the sealed bags.256

As in the 3d metals, the position of the Kβ′′ peak is lig-257

and dependent, with the peak for the F ligand appearing258

at the lowest energy, well into the shoulder of the Kβ2259

peak. The measured Kβ′′ peak positions are reported260

in Table II. These were determined by a Levenberg-261

Marquardt fit24 to the processed data using a model con-262

sisting of Voigt functions to represent the Kβ2, Kβ4 and263

Kβ′′ peaks. Fig. 4 has a quadratic polynomial represent-264

ing air scattering and other effects removed from each265

spectrum. The Voight functions account for both instru-266

mental and intrinsic broadening. An example of this fit-267

ting model applied to the Nb2O5 data is shown in the268

inset to Fig. 4. The reported peak positions are the cen-269
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FIG. 4. Non-resonant Kβ2,4 X-ray emission spectra for NbF5,
Nb2O5, and NbC. The data are shown with the background
quadratics removed and scaled such that the Kβ2 peaks are
of unit height. The vertical line marks the absorption edge
energy for zero-valent Nb, 18986 eV. The inset shows the fit to
Nb2O5. The three fitted peak shapes, representing the Kβ2,
Kβ′′, and Kβ4 peaks, are shifted downward for visual clarity.

TABLE II. The Kβ′′ line energies. The energy values of the
Kβ′′ peaks are given relative to the position of the Kβ2 peak,
measured experimentally at 18952.7± 0.3 eV. The error bars
in Kβ′′ peak position are 1σ uncertainties from the fitting
procedure described in the text.

Standard Experiment (eV) Theory (eV)

NbF5 8.9± 0.4 10.5

Nb2O5 15.3± 0.2 14.0

NbC 19.8± 1.3 20.3

troids of the Voight functions fitted to the Kβ′′ peaks.270

There is some variability in intensity on the low energy271

side of the Kβ2 peak. At the lower end of the energy272

range, the photons diffracted by the crystal hit a narrow273

stripe of pixels at one edge of the crystal. Because rel-274

atively few pixels are involved in the measurement and275

because the signal is relatively weak, the statistical uncer-276

tainty in the measurement is higher there than elsewhere277

in the measurement, resulting in a noisier signal and a278

less certain measure of peak intensity. The NbC sample279

was prepared with somewhat less material than the other280

samples, leading to a weaker emission signal and notice-281

ably higher shot noise in the spectrum. This is seen in282

Fig. 4.283

V. THEORY OF NB XES284

While XAS involves transitions of core electrons to the285

conduction band, V2C XES concerns transitions of elec-286

trons from the valences band to the core state. Due to287
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the different physical processes, final state effects play288

different roles in XAS (core-hole) and V2C XES (valence-289

hole). Unlike XAS where the core-hole has large effect on290

the spectrum and often require explicit treatment of the291

electron-hole interaction, the valence-hole in XES is well292

screened by valence electrons. As a result, to a good ap-293

proximation, XES of 1s emmision lines measures the pro-294

jected density of states (PDOS) of valence electrons25,26.295

Projected densities of states (PDOS) of niobium com-296

pounds (NbF5, Nb2O5 and NbC) were computed using297

the local density approximation (LDA) implemented in298

the QuantumESPRESSO (QE) package27 based on crys-299

tal structures obtained from the Crystallography Open300

Database.28,29 A kinetic energy (charge density) cutoff301

of 100 (400)Ry was used. Brillouin zone was sampled302

with k-point meshes of 12× 6× 6 for NbF5, 8× 2× 2 for303

Nb2O5, and 18 × 18 × 18 for NbC. Nb 1s XES spectra304

were calculated using the OCEAN package.30,31 Ground305

state wave functions and orbital energies – the input data306

for OCEAN – were obtained from plane-wave, norm-307

conserving, pseudopotential calculations using QE. In308

Fig. 5, PDOS spectra have been broadened using a Gaus-309

sian function with σ = 0.2 eV and the XES spectra have310

been broadened by σ = 1.0 eV.311

The PDOS and the OCEAN Nb K-edge V2C XES312

spectra of NbC, Nb2O5 and NbF5 are shown in Fig. 5.313

The PDOS are normalized to give the Nb 4p PDOS unit314

height. Three peaks can be clearly identified, correspond-315

ing to the Nb Kβ2, Kβ′′, and Kβ4 emission lines, respec-316

tively. The Kβ2 line is the lowest in energy, correspond-317

ing to the Nb 4p PDOS, located 30 eV to 35 eV below318

the Fermi level. The Kβ4 line is highest in energy and319

arises from the Nb 4d and ligand 2p hybridization that320

increases the dipole character of the transition, similar321

to the trend observed in the Kβ4 lines of molybdenum322

compounds8. The dipole transition substantively domi-323

nates over the quadrupole transition, as shown for NbC324

in the inset to Fig. 5D, where the tiny quadrupole con-325

tribution is multiplied by 500.326

The ligand 2s → 1s nature of the Kβ′′ line can be327

clearly seen from the corresponding ligand 2s PDOS. Rel-328

ative to the Kβ2 line, the Kβ′′ peak positions are 10.5329

eV, 14.0 eV, and 20.3 eV for NbF5, Nb2O5 and NbC,330

respectively, in good qualitative agreement with the ex-331

perimental values given in Table I. This trend can be332

explained by the ligand anions with larger atomic num-333

ber having deeper 2s energy levels. The difference in the334

Kβ′′ peak positions between experiment and theory can335

be attributed to well-known issues of the LDA functional336

in predicting quasi-particle energy levels. We note that337

the Kβ′′ peak of NbF5 has the highest intensity while338

NbC has the lowest. This can be understood as NbF5339

has the shortest average bond length of these three com-340

pounds (1.88 Å, 2.02 Å, and 2.23 Å for NbF5, Nb2O5 and341

NbC, respectively.), increasing the spatial overlap of the342

Nb 2s with the ligand 1s.343

In order to directly compare the OCEAN calculations344

with the measured XES spectra, the OCEAN spectra345
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FIG. 5. Projected densities of states (PDOS) of (A) NbC (B)
Nb2O5 and (C) NbF5, all normalized to give unit height to the
Nb 4p PDOS. The simulated Nb valence-to-core XES (D) of
NbC (blue), Nb2O5 (red), and NbF5 (green), all normalized
to give unit height to the Kβ2 peaks. The vertical lines in
the PDOS plots indicate the positions of the Fermi level. The
inset to (D) compares the dipole contribution (blue) to the
quadrupole contribution (black and scaled by 500) in the XES
of NbC.

were post-processed with a Gaussian broadening with346

σ = 2.0 eV, which is different from the value used in347

Fig. 5D for peak assignment. In order to consider broad-348

ening due to core hole and excited state lifetimes, an ad-349

ditional Lorentzian broadening was applied. We used an350

empirical linear function of energy32 Γx(E)=α(Ef − E)351

as the full-width-half-maximum of the Lorentzian broad-352

ening. Here, Ef is the relative position of Fermi energy353

level in the XES spectrum. In previous work, α = 0.1354

was used in simulations of Si K XES.33 For these Nb V2C355

XES spectra, we chose α = 0.2. A comparison between356

the measured Nb2O5 data and the broadened spectrum357

is shown in Fig. 6. This broadening scheme successfully358

reproduces the widths of the measured peaks, although359

the size of the Kβ′′ peak is somewhat overestimated.360

VI. DISCUSSION361

We have demonstrated a clear ligand dependence to362

the V2C XES of the 4d metal Nb. The Kβ′′ peak, which363

comes from the transition of the ligand 2s electron to fill364

the Nb 1s core state, shifts by many eV among first-row365
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been normalized such that the Kβ2 peak has unit height.

ligands C, O, and F – well within the detection limit of366

our spectrometer. The position and intensity of the Kβ′′
367

is, then, a probe that can be used to positively identify368

the ligand species, even in situations where X-ray or neu-369

tron diffraction, XAFS, or other structural measurements370

cannot resolve that information.371

The results of the theory shown in Fig. 5D suggest that372

there is a chemistry dependence in the position of the Kβ4373

peak. Indeed, that was seen in the earlier work on Mo.8374

Our current spectrometer suffers from an instability that375

appears to be related to small temperature fluctuations376

in the end station. As a result, the energy axis of all XES377

data in this manuscript have a systematic uncertainty of378

a few tenths of an eV. We can clearly distinguish the379

positions of the Kβ′′ peaks for the various ligands, but380

the chemical shifts observed in the calculations of the381

Kβ4 peaks is close to our instrumental uncertainty. This382

will be the subject of future study.383
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